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Axial crack propagation in fuel pin cladding tubes 
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We describe a mechanistic approach to the modelling of the propagation of an axial crack in the wall of a cladding tube 
and its use in analysing nuclear fuel pin rupture in accident conditions. An energy flow analysis is used to calculate the crack 
propagation velocity, balancing work done by the pin internal pressure against energy dissipated through plastic deformation 
and other mechanisms. An initial crack length is used based on experimental observation, and assuming steady state 
propagation is set up immediately. The arrest of the crack occurs when the pin becomes sufficiently depressurised. A simple 
criterion for this is proposed, based on ideas of gassy molten fuel pressurisation, a mechanism relevant to fuel pin rupture. A 
numerical model of the process of axial crack propagation and arrest is described. 

1. Introduction 

The modelling of various failure processes for irra- 
diated steels has recently been described and applied 
to the prediction of nuclear fuel pin failure [1,2]. We 
now consider the axial propagation of a crack in the 
cladding tube, which follows the initial fracture. Our 
approach, as before, is to construct models based on a 
mechanistic understanding of  the processes occurring, 
rather than at tempting to formulate some kind of em- 
pirical correlation. It is expected that a mechanistic 
model  is bet ter  able to describe processes outside the 
original experimental  database than a set of empirical 
rules, and also ways of improving the modelling, where 
necessary, are clearer. 

Predicting the propagation of a fuel pin failure is in 
some situations as important as obtaining the correct 
timing and location of the initial failure. This is be- 
cause in whole core fast reactor accident analysis, the 
post-failure motion of fuel can strongly affect the sub- 
sequent development  of the accident, either towards 
an early termination or an escalation of the incident. 
This is due to changes in reactivity, and therefore 
fission energy release, arising from changes in fuel 
geometry. To be precise, we refer to propagation as the 
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initial, normally very fast, axial extension of the cladding 
crack away from the failure position. Escape of fuel 
material from the pin reduces the internal pressure 
which arrests the propagation. We limit ourselves here 
to a discussion of the initial, mechanical crack propaga- 
tion and seek to provide a single prediction: the axial 
length of the rupture. 

2. Axial rip propagation 

2.1. Energy balance 

There are three aspects of a calculation of axial 
crack propagation which need to be considered: the 
initial crack length, the velocity of propagation, and an 
arrest condition. The most straightforward to address 
is the estimation of velocity, under the assumption that 
a quasi-steady state situation has been set up. An 
analysis of the balance of the supply of energy to the 
cladding, and its dissipation, can in principle yield the 
propagation velocity of a running crack. In practice, 
however, assumptions have to be made concerning the 
geometry of the crack, since plastic deformation is 
important but a full elasto-plastic deformation solution 
to the problem is not available. (An elastic solution is 
available [3,4], but is not adequate  as plastic strains of 
the order  of 1% are expected, compared to typical 
elastic strains of  0.1%). 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of an axial crack in a cladding tube. 

The following parametrisat ion of the rip geometry 
has been used [5]: the radial displacement of the 
cladding tube is 

s in : (  ~'z t 0 < z < a ,  
w( z ,  O) = \ 2a ] l(o) 

z > a ,  

where z is the axial coordinate and 0 the azimuthal 
angle. The origin moves with the tip of the crack. The 
crack edges lie along 0 = +r r  and 6 is the maximum 
radial displacement. For  z > a all deformation has 
ceased: a is the crack tip length. Figure 1 illustrates the 
deformation of the cladding tube. Our parametrisation 
has the advantage that the deformation is smooth: 
other choices used by Freund and Parks [6] and Poyn- 
ton [7] involve sharp bends. 

We now can discuss the various terms in the energy 
flow equation. The main driving force is the pin inter- 
nal pressure, which does work on the clad in deforming 
it into the cracked geometry. If we assume that the 
pressure P is not reduced by the action of pushing out 
the clad, and does not vary across the crack flaps, then 
the rate of addition of energy is 

W=fo"F f d z  d O w ( z , O ) P ,  (1) 

where r is the cladding tube radius, shown in fig. 1. In 
all our work, P represents the difference in pressure 

between the inside and outside of the clad, but will be 
referred to as the internal pressure. 

Instead of evaluating the time derivativc ~, we shall 
use a consistent convention that the energy inputs or 
losses corresponding to the deformed geometry occur 
over a time interval a / c ,  where t' is the crack propaga- 
tion velocity. Hence pip is given by 

a ~ 77- 

M / : f  f r d z  d O w ( z . O ) P , ' / a : - - B t ' r a V  (2) 
i 7 ,  3 " 

where we have introduced the crack shape parameter  
B = a / a .  

A second source of energy is from the relaxation ol 
elastic stresses following the fracture. This energy re- 
sides in the unfractured cladding with a density 
~ro2/(2E) where o- 0 is the hoop stress ( ~ P r / h  where tl 
is the clad wall thickness) and E is Young's modulus. 
The rate of supply of this energy is then 

~, J c ~ ,  hcr o ,' (r,~ 
-- = r r r h l : - -  . (3) ,i = J , .  . .  dz  dO 2E  a E 

On the energy dissipation side we have to consider 
at least three mechanisms: the most straightforward is 
the fracture work rate. This is the energy required to 
create fracture surface, and arises fundamentally from 
the breaking of atomic bonds and local deformation 
close to the fracture surface. The rate of energy dissi- 
pation is 

K 2 K 2 
1 b = - - a h l ~ / a  = - - h t , ,  (4) 

E E 

where K is the fracture toughness. While data exist fl)r 
K as a function of temperature for both fresh and 
irradiated 20% cw AISI 316 steel [8] the situation is 
complicated by the relative thinness of the cladding. 
Fits to K, in MPa m 1/2, can be written 

K = (70(T - 473) + 130(973 - T ) ) / 5 0 0 ,  (5) 

for fresh cladding and 

K = ( 4 0 ( T -  473) + 90(973 - T ) ) / 5 0 0 ,  (6) 

for irradiated cladding, both for the range 473 K < T < 
973 K, [8] but these would apply subject to a thickness 

2 "~ condition h >> h 0 = K  /(37ro-() (which is to say the 
plastic zone at the crack tip is much smaller than the 
clad thickness: cry is the yield stress). The length h o is 
typically several cm whilst the clad thickness is usually 
about 0.5 ram, so alterations to the above expressions 
are necessary, due to the plane stress conditions cre- 
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ated (radially) in thin clad in contrast to the plane 
strain conditions necessary for the validity of eqns (5) 
and (6). The appropriate fracture toughness will be 
greater than the data in [8] would suggest. Models for 
this effect have been proposed, one of which [9,10] 
suggests the form 

K ( h ) = K ( h ~ ) ( l +  EfO-y ]1/2 ~ h o / h  ) , (7) 

for h > h0, and K = K(h o) for h < h 0. ef is the failure 
strain. However, these models have had poor success in 
explaining the data. The situation is rather unclear, but 
fortunately this will not greatly affect our final conclu- 
sions. 

Secondly we have energy dissipation from gross 
plastic deformation of the tube. It is easy to see that 
this can be separated, to an approximation, into two 
parts: azimuthal bending and axial bending. The first 
of these is permanent and leaves the cladding tube 
cross-section deformed into a U-shape. Axial bending, 
however, involves forcing straight axial elements of the 
tube wall through an S-shape over the crack tip length 
a. The deformation is not permanent since the final 
shape of the axial element is again straight, as can be 
seen in fig. 1. (Since the deformation is not permanent 
there exists the possibility that the bending can occur 
elastically, or partly so, which does not involve as much 
dissipation of energy, and indeed the stored elastic 
energy is returned when the deformation is reversed. 
We shall return to this point again shortly.) 

The plastic work associated with giving a straight 
rod a radius of curvature P has a density 

~ h  
F ( z , O ) =  4p ' (8) 

assuming no work hardening. The azimuthal radius of 
curvature for the deformed geometry is [6] 

1 l(O(ow) o2w 1 . . . .  + (9) 
Po r2 30 ~ ]' 

so that the azimuthal plastic bending energy dissipa- 
tion rate is 

- r d z  d O - -  
a 4 -~ Po 

2 
 10, 

The axial bending energy dissipation rate is calculated 
in a similar fashion. To a first approximation the axial 
radius of curvature is given by 

which yields 

77" 2 

z, O)r dO dz = -7Oyrh2B. 
0 

where 

4a% 
49 = hErr:B" (15) 

The previous result is obtained at 4)= 0. For ~b > 1, 
C(~b) = 0. We shall shortly discuss an upper limit for B 
which implies that ~b _> %/El,  where % and ef are the 
elastic and plastic fracture strains respectively, and so 
~h >-- 0.1. Figure 2 illustrates the behaviour of the cor- 
rection function C(~h), which suggest that /~d× in eq. 
(13) should be reduced by 20-30%. 

Finally we consider a third process of energy dissi- 
pation, that required to bring new cladding into motion 
at the crack tip zone. It is considered that such energy 

On advancing the crack by a length a, twice this work 
is done (in bending and unbending the cladding) so we 
have 

rr 2 ruh 2B 
- -  - - ,  (13)  /~dx= 3 % a 

giving a total plastic dissipation rate o f / a  =/~d~ +/~dz. 
We now consider how elastic bending-unbending 

can alter the magnitude of /~dx- This is controlled by 
the magnitude of B: if B is small enough then the 
radius of curvature is large enough everywhere so as 
never to produce any plastic bending. The analysis is 
lengthy, but eventually gives a generalisation of eq. 
(13): 

~z ruh2B 

~ - ° Y T ~ ' z  ruh2B ( 
= (1 - d ~ 2  ' / 2 )  

6 '~(I ~-~b'/e(l+~(cos l&)2)) 
- ~,~ cos- 

3 q~2ln[~--(' + (1 -- q~2) 1/2)]) (14) 
77" 
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Fig. 2. Axial plastic bending correction factor. 
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is not returned to the accelerating material (in 0 < z < 
a / 2 )  by those parts which are decelerating (in a / 2  < z 
< a). This kinetic energy is lost in other ways, possibly 
in elastic straining behind the crack tip, which does not 
feed back to the crack tip region. 

The kinetic energy dissipation rate is 

a ,n- 11-3 
~K = '2 f~ f * "" = ~pchrB2 t ,3 ,  a ) _or r d z  dO~pcw"h (16) 

where Pc is the cladding density. Note that this term is 
proportional to v 3 whilst previous energy flow rates 
were proportional to t,. Because of this we can deter- 
mine an equation for the velocity, using a straightfor- 
ward steady-state energy balance equation: 

W + A  = T~ +,~ + £. (17) 

We first consider some of the features of this equa- 
tion. In the limit of no deformation, B ~ 0 and eq. (17) 
becomes /i = F which is equivalent to the Griffith 
criterion for the extension of a brittle crack [11]: 

aA OF 
> (18) 

az az 

However, a more careful treatment of the elastic en- 
ergy supply rate, with a consideration of the elastic 
stress and strain fields, would be necessary in order to 
provide a proper treatment of brittle crack propaga- 
tion. Elastic effects have little importance in our situa~ 
tion, however, and the simplified approach is justified. 

Secondly, we have neglected terms of order B 2 in 
the calculation of/a~x, and yet now we propose to use it 
in eq. (18) where a 0 2 term appears, namely /~K- 
There is no inconsistency, however, since the /~K term 

is of the same absolute order of magnitude as the 
order B term in /~: the equation should not be viewed 
simply as having been expanded in the parameter B. 

In order to proceed we still need to specify the 
deformed geometry completely, through the parame- 
ters a and B. Once again, an elasto-plastic stress-strain 
solution for the system would presumably provide these 
as functions of the dimensions of the cladding and the 
driving pressure, but in the absence of a solution we 
have to provide good estimates. 

The plastic deformation in the crack flaps gives an 
upper limit on B corresponding to an axial bending 
strain at the clad inner and outer surfaces, at the edges 
of the crack, just equal to the fracture strain el, as the 
clad is forced through its S shape. We shall use this 
limit to fix B (though it should be reeognised to be 
merely an upper limit): 

4a( E, + cry/E) 
B =  h.tr2 (19) 

In actual fact, this condition should be exploited as 
a criterion for the fragmentation of the clad by the 
formation of secondary cracks as the rupture occurs, 
an area which is being pursued, and B should be 
determined in another way. Using eq. (19), the velocity 
is now obtained from eq. (17) as follows: 

10 
1,2 = 

(ryh [~rh 3t1(1 
x P- - -~ - - [~q-C(6)+  4r \  

' h r  ] 3h~-~(,~ - K ~ / ~ r )  

4 r E ( ~ + o ' / E )  J ' l  
(20) 

Since eq. (19) is only an upper limit on B, this should 
be regarded as a lower limit on t'. 

The last unknown parameter is the crack tip length 
a. Maxey et al. [14,15] have analysed crack propagation 
data in gas pipelines and have proposed an "equivalent 
crack length" c equal to 3(rh) I/2 for a propagating 
crack. This conclusion is based on a static energy 
analysis of a crack tip of length c: instability with 
respect to extension occurs if 

- -  > K  z. (21) ~o'yc In sec ~ - ( l  + 1 . 6 1 c 2 / ( r h ) ) ~  
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Fig. 3. Arrest and propagate regions of gas pipeline crack 
behaviour. 

This result is a generalisation of the brittle crack 
extension condition, %(7rc)1/2>_ K 2 [11], to allow for 
small scale plasticity in the crack tip region [12,13]. It is 
derived on the basis of small scale yielding, but re- 
mains approximately true even for O'o/% as large as 
0.9. The left hand side of eq. (21) is proportional to the 
elastic energy release rate upon increasing c; the right 
hand side the fracture energy dissipation rate. A sim- 
ple assumption is to write a dimensionless c = a(rh)  ~/2 
whereupon the instability criterion for a is 

f =  -ln (1 

K 2 

~r2(rh) , /2 .  (22) 

Maxey and collaborators studied gas pipeline crack 
propagation data on a plot of o-0/% against 
K2/(cr2(rh) l /2)  and found that a function of the form 
in eq. (22) could separate regions of crack arrest from 
crack propagation, using a value a = 3. This is illus- 
trated in fig. 3 and the details are given more fully in 
the original literature [14,15,16]. The implication is that 
a running ductile crack tip shows some resemblance to 
a static crack with a constant crack tip length c = 
3(rh) ~/2. Stress and fracture toughness conditions for 
either continued quasi-stable propagation, or crack ar- 
rest, are then described by eq. (22) with a = 3, and 
illustrated by the two regions in fig. 3. 

We now identify the static crack tip length c with 
the quasi-stable running crack tip length a to give 

a = 3(rh)  '/2, (23) 

a result which yields the velocity equation 

10 
U 2 ~  

+ m / u )  

× P -  1+ % 

- t 
-t 12rE( ef + O'y/E) ) " (24) 

Although the above static analysis considered the 
relaxation of elastic strains around the crack tip, ex- 
pressed as the left-hand side of eq. (21), during steady 
propagation the crack shape is constant, c does not 
change, and so no elastic contribution to eq. (17) is 
missing. The A contribution considered earlier, the 
relaxation of elastic stresses corresponding to the pre- 
vious uncracked geometry, with energy density 
O-o/(2E), is indeed the only contribution. The fracture 
energy change, represented in eq. (21) as the right-hand 
side, continues to apply during steady propagation, and 
appears in eq. (17) as the b ~ term. 

During ductile crack propagation P = % h / r  and so 
it can be seen that plastic dissipation amounts to about 
30-40% of the internal pressure work rate. Also, it is 
instructive to express the remaining terms in a similar 
manner. The elastic work rate in the brackets in eq. 
(24) can be written 

h~r o'~ ho" o ~"E e 

12rE(~f + ~y/E)  7 12(-~r + % ) = 0.1P, 

(25) 

where % is again a typical elastic strain. As for the 
fracture work term, the crack tip opening displacement 
(CTOD) is related to K by 

K 2 

CTOD = Eo-y' (26) 

Let this displacement be a fraction /3 of the maximum 
crack width 7r6. Then 

hrr2K2/rrr %h 
= 3 / 3 -  (27) 

1 2 r E ( ¢ f + % / E )  r 

The geometry of real cracks would suggest that the 
circumferential displacement at the crack tip is much 
less than the total displacement after the crack has 
passed, and calculations to be presented later using 
actual data would correspond to/3 = 1/12. 
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In summary, the greatest contribution to the energy 
balance, apart from the internal pressure term, is the 
plastic axial bending term. This is in accordancc with 
the conclusions of Freund and Parks [6], though several 
studies have ignored the plastic term [13,7]. 

We have now obtained an equation for the velocity 
of an axial cladding crack, which can be used to solvc 
the equation d Z / d t  = v(Z) for each end of the rup- 
ture, with Z thc fuel pin axial coordinate, making due 
use of the axial, or Z, dependence of the various 
quantities in eq. (24), and therefore of v. What wc 
need now is an initial condition Z ( t  = 0) for each crack 
tip, and a termination condition for the propagation. 

2.2. Crack nucleation 

The question addressed here is not whether a crack 
forms, which is properly described by the failure crite- 
ria developed previously [1,2], but whether the crack so 
created will begin to propagate in the steady fashion 
we have assumed. This can be approached using argu- 
ments set out in the last section: for the particular 
conditions at the failure point, a static crack half-length 
ccr~t can be found corresponding to static instability, 
using eq. (21). If this statically unstable crack tip length 
is less than the steady state crack tip length a, then all 
is consistent. The crack will presumably be pushed over 
this critical size, become unstable and develop into the 
steady state geometry, with a larger crack tip length. If, 
however, a is less than the static crack tip length 
required for instability, then the crack will never begin 
to run. This can be illustrated using fig. 3. Not only 
does the function f(c~ = 3, ~0/%,) separate regions of 
parameter space where cracks run and where they 
arrest, but also the "arrest" region corresponds to 
conditions where the statically unstable initial crack tip 
length c~,.it is greater than a = 3(rh) ~/2. Thus fig. 3 has 
a dual role, illustrating criteria of nucleation and prop- 
agation. 

For a cladding failure by the transgranular, plastic 
yield mechanism [1], where ~r 0 = ~y, the value of c~i~ is 
very small and the crack will almost certainly propa- 
gate, subject to a real solution for v from eq. (24). (In 
principle the energy dissipation may exceed the supply 
rate, implying v =  0. This is unlikely to occur in eq. 
(24), as one can see by replacing o y h / r  by P). For 
intergranular fracture, or when the cladding fails by 
some stress-unrelated mechanism such as by corrosion, 
¢0 is not necessarily equal to o- s and the crack may not 
propagate. Such a crack would correspond to a pin-hole 
failure with a rupture area of small extent, around 1 
m m  2. 

The initial condition for the propagation, when it 
occurs, is taken to be Z( t  = O) = Z v ± a, for the upper 
and lower tips of the clad rupture, where ZI~ is the 
position of clad failure measured, say, from the bottom 
of the fuel column. This assumes that the steady stalc 
of propagation is set up immediately. 

2.3. Crack arrest 

In principle eq. (24) can describe crack arrest by the 
reduction of source terms, or the increase in sink 
terms, such as to reduce the right-hand side to zero. 
Crack arrest is achieved in the design of gas pipelines 
by inserting sections of pipe of a different material 
(with larger fracture toughness) at frequent stages so 
that a propagating crack in the main pipe will be 
unable to continue [16]. Equivalently, by having a more 
ductile pipe section in line, the plastic work term can 
be increased, through a reduction in q~, thereby reduc- 
ing or eliminating the propagation velocity. Such con- 
siderations do not enter greatly into cladding rupture 
calculations since material parameters and stress con- 
ditions do not typically show sufficient variation along 
the pin. This is analogous to a gas pipeline without 
crack arrestor sections, where accidental pipe ruptures 
have occasionally resulted in cracks propagating for 
very long distances: up to 8 miles (13 km) is recorded, 
though the fracture mode in this example was brittle 
[18]. 

An analysis of the process of gas escape from a 
steadily propagating crack can be done [6], showing 
that even if the propagation velocity is less than the gas 
sound velocity, a sizeable gas pressure can be main- 
tained around the crack tip. The local pressure P/ is 
related to the distant pressure P by 

e l = r  + (~,+1)c " (28) 

where c is the sound velocity in the gas and Y is the 
ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to that at 
constant volume, for the particular gas. For air~ 3' = /.4. 
This steady state depressurisation can amount to a 
reduction of the driving pressure (and hoop stresses) to 
28% of the initial failure pressure (for air), but in 
principle this could still be high enough to drive the 
crack, and indeed has done so in ductile gas pipeline 
rupture tests. If no arrestors are present, the only 
means of stopping the crack is the exhaustion of the 
source of gas in the pipe, terminating the steady state. 

For cladding rupture the situation is made morc 
complicated by the fission gas pressurisation of molten 
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fuel. If, during a reactor accident, the fuel melts, then 
the mobility of gases, generated by the fission of U or 
Pu, is greatly enhanced. Such a bubbly medium will 
behave differently to single phase gas, following rup- 
ture, and although some sort of local depressurisation 
at the running crack tips is likely (though not as great 
as in the gas case) it is difficult to estimate it. However, 
propagation is not expected to be terminated by the 
local crack tip depressurisation: in the fuel pin case it 
is almost certainly brought about by the exhaustion of 
internal pressure due to the finite extent of the molten 
fuel cavity inside the pin, and the expulsion of fuel 
from the pin. We shall concentrate on modelling this 
particular modc of pin pressurisation and rupture, 
though briefly we mentioned alternatives. 

Firstly, fuel-clad mechanical interaction (FCMI) can 
cause high cladding stresses and clad failure. However, 
the pressurising internal medium is solid, and this 
responds in a qualitatively different manner following 
cladding rupture. The applied stresses are strain-limited 
far more strongly than when the pin is gas or molten 
fuel pressurised, due to the larger bulk modulus. This 
means that the assumption of constant P across the 
deforming crack flaps is likely to be a poor one in eq. 
(1), and consequently the calculated W and the main 
driving force in the velocity equation are overestimates. 
An FCMI induced failure is therefore less likely to 
propagate than a molten fuel pressurisation case, given 
the same conditions. What is more, the applied inter- 
nal pressure is more likely to be localised axially, 
leading again to a reduced chance of rupture propaga- 
tion. 

Secondly, fission gas pressurisation alone is a possi- 
bility, for instance in a circumstance where no fuel 
melting occurs. In principle, this situation is exactly the 
same as a gas pipeline analysis, and the same depres- 
surisation approach could be used. Again, final arrest 
is likely to be due to fission gas exhaustion. It is likely 
that cracking driven by this mechanism would result in 
longer rips than for an equivalent molten fuel pres- 
surised case. However, here we concentrate on the 
latter, more common, mechanism, leaving other situa- 
tions for possible future development. 

The model of depressurisation of the molten fuel 
cavity within the pin developed here is very simple and 
makes no attempt to treat the coupling between crack 
propagation and molten fuel behaviour, as it would 
greatly complicate the calculation. We prefer here to 
assume that a certain amount of molten fuel needs to 
be expelled from the pin, at which time the driving 
pressure is exhausted and the propagation ceases. The 
loss of pressure would occur smoothly but here we 

assume a sharp cut-off, and moreover that the initial 
pressure is unaffected up until this cut-off. Also, we 
neglect the possibility of a local crack tip reduction in 
pressure, analogous to the gas driven case, and indeed 
assume that for the purposes of calculating the expul- 
sion rate of fuel, the pressure behind the crack is 
maintained at its initial level. The only test of these 
assumptions would be tbe comparison of predictions 
with experiments, which we shall come to later, but it is 
important to be aware of the approximations made, 

The expulsion velocity of fuel through the rupture 
can be obtained using Bernoulli's equation: 

"~ = (2P/pr)1/2 ,  (29) 

where Pr is the density of the molten fuel. The volume 
expelled at time t after the pin rupture is given approx- 
imately by 

gV(t) = 2 L ut~r8 dt,  (30) 

where l' is the crack velocity and 6 the maximum 
radial displacement of the cladding. The local width of 
the crack is ~-6 and the length approximately 2ut. 6 
can be found using eq. (19). Assuming constant t' and 
8, the expelled volume is then 

A V =  (2P/pf ) l /2L:~6t2 .  (31) 

In order to use this to provide an estimate of the 
arrest time tp we need to consider what AV is needed 
to depressurise the cavity. Figure 4 illustrates the melt- 
ing, pressurisation, rupture and depressurisation of the 
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Fig. 4. Schematic sequence of melting, pressurisation and 
depressurisation of a molten fuel cavity. 
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cavity in simple terms. Melt ing reduces the restraint on 
fission gas bubbles in the fuel, allowing them to ex- 
pand, which, together with the volume change of the 
fuel on melting is the underlying cause of the rise in 
internal pressure [19]. Clearly, the removal of a volume 
equal to that of the fission gas bubbles at pressure, 
Vuu u, would lead to a return to a situation similar to 
the initial state before melting (apart from the melting 
volume change). Of  course, the expelled volume would 
in actual fact be a bubbly mixture of molten fuel and 
fission gas. Putting AV = VBu u yields an expression for 
tp given by 

= [ VBUB Of t|/21 1/2 
t L~-L,a (TF7 ] (32) 

Actually, zIV refers to an expulsion volume measured 
outside the pin but we assume the expelled mixture is 
largely made up of (incompressible) fuel so that correc- 
tions for the pressure change can be neglected. If the 
driving pressure is increased, the depressurisation oc- 
curs more rapidly, by a combination of faster crack 
propagation ( v 2 o t P )  and more rapid fuel expulsion. 
Indeed,  this implies that the crack length, 2t:tp, is 
approximately independent  of driving pressure, a 
somewhat surprising result. The crack length is rather 
more importantly determined by the fission gas content  
of the molten fuel and suggests that cracks are likely to 
be longer for more highly irradiated fuel pins. 

Equat ion (32) provides the crack arrest criterion 
which terminates the propagation. An estimate of the 
arrest t ime can be made. Using p f =  9000 kg m 2 
P = 2 0  MPa, c = 2 0 0  m s - l ,  6 = 0 . 3  mm and VBU B =  
2.5 X 10 -7  m 3 (all typical values) we obtain tp = 0./4 
ms, which is short compared with the timescales of 
other  processes occurring. It is therefore justified to 
consider the rip propagation to be virtually instanta- 
neous from a point of view of the other  processes, so 
that system changes in temperatures  or pressures, for 
example, can be ignored whilst the crack is opening. In 
the numerical model  we have developed, rather than 
using eq. (32) directly to determine the arrest time, the 
total ejected volume is moni tored by evaluating eq. (30) 
and arrest is signalled when this exceeds VBU B. 

Having now obtained models for each aspect of rip 
propagation: initial condition, crack tip velocities and 
an arrest criterion, we can use them in calculations to 
compare  against experimental  results. 

2.4. Calculations 

The gas pipeline studies ment ioned earlier provide 
a useful database for testing the velocity model  de- 

Table 1 
Gas pipeline crack propagation tests 

British U.S. test U.S. test 
Gas tests SF 12W A31 (CA4) 
ref. [16] ref. [20] ref. [15] 

r (mm) 610 530 460 
h (mm) 9.5 9.5 8.4 
Pc (kg m 3) 8000 7770 7770 
% (MPa ~) 201) 255 291 
o-~ (MPa) 383 531 484 

b q 0.02 0.02 0.02 
K (MPa m 1/2) c 219 335 335 
r ( e x p t ) ( m s  l) 125 ms i 244 260 
c(calc)(ms ~) 151 ms * 176 222 

~' Locally decompressed hoop stress calculated using eq. (28), 
and P = % h / r  assumed. 

b Estimated ductilities. 
c Toughness estimates from Charpy energies. 

scribed above [15,16,20]. Tests were conducted on pipes 
of diameter  about 1.2 m, both in the open and buried 
in the ground. An initial explosive charge initiated a 
crack, and the subsequent steady state propagation was 
observed. Assuming a suitable ductility of the steel, 
calculations of the crack velocity have been carried out 
using eq. (24) and are compared with experiment  in 
table 1. There  is reasonable agreement,  considering 
the range of simplifying assumptions made, and the 
performance of the model  is satisfactory. 

A computer  code C R A C K P R O  has been written 
which integrates the equation of motion of each crack 
tip up to the arrest time. The axial variation of pin 
parameters  is taken to be a linear interpolation be- 
tween supplied data at a number  of axial positions, so 
the calculation is over a continuous axial position vari- 
able Z. C R A C K P R O  calculates the value of the axial 
rip distance and the area of the rupture. 

For  the following illustrative calculations we use a 
fairly typical tube radius and wall thickness of 4 mm 
and 0.5 mm respectively. In the examples, cladding 
ductility, temperature  and yield stress are taken to be 
axially constant, though this would certainly not be the 
case in real pin rupture experiments. Values of 0.02, 
923 K and 300 MPa are taken respectively. 

The fission gas content  of the fuel can be estimated 
as follows. The number  of gas atoms mobilised on the 
melting of the fuel is given by 

n = (1 f ) v b p f V c / m  (33) 

where f is the fractional fission gas release from the 
fuel matrix, u is the number  of gas atoms generated 
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per fission, b is the burn-up (the fraction of fissile 
atoms combusted), Of the fuel density, V c the molten 
fuel volume and m the fissile atom mass. VRu B is then 
given by 

nkT ubpfVckT 
VBu B = ~-- = (1 - f )  Pm (34) 

Using f =  0.6, v = 0.28, pf = 9000 kg m -3, T = 3000 K, 
m = 4 x 10-25 kg this gives 

VBu B = 2.6 × 10 7 ~ 5 × 10 6 m 3 

× -  m 3, (35) 

where the characteristic molten fuel volume of 5 × 10-6 
m 3 assumes the whole of the fuel is molten over a pin 
length of 10 cm. 

Figure 5 shows the crack length obtained for the 
above conditions as a function of P for a burnup of 
1%, and with V c = 5 × 10 -6 cm. The threshold at about 
22 MPa, below which steady propagation as envisaged 
in the modelling is not possible, is very striking. Above 
this threshold, the crack length is not very sensitive to 
pressure. The timescales for the propagation are of the 
order of 0.1 ms. 

Figure 6 shows the crack length as a function of 
burnup for a fixed P of 30 MPa. For very low burnup,  
the depressurisation ought to be modelled with consid- 
eration given to the compressibility of molten fuel, 
since the amount  of generated gas is low. The figure 
shows an increase in crack length as the fuel is more 
highly irradiated. 
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Fig. 5. Crack length against pin pressure. 
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Fig. 6. Crack length against burnup. 

Additional calculations have demonstrated such 
features of the model as the reduction in propagation 
with increased ductility. We now compare our calcula- 
tions against real pin failure experiments. The A3 
experiment was a transient overpower failure test of 
the CABRI-1 series [21] using a fresh pin initially at 
nominal operating conditions. Initial failure occurred 
58 ms into the transient [22] and resulted in a rip 
extending across a region 47-51 cm according to fuel 
motion measurements,  45-48 cm according to coolant 
flow measurements,  and 46-48 cm according to micro- 
phone measurements  (all measurements  made from 
the bottom of the fuel column (bfc) which was 75 cm 
long). The experiment was simulated using the 
T R A F I C  fuel modelling code [19] incorporating the 
previously developed failure criteria [1,2], and the axial 
cracking process modelled using CRACKPRO.  The 
result was a rip in the region 46.8-49.1 bfc at 58.2 ms, 
a length of 2.3 cm and an area of 0.038 cm e. This good 
agreement is illustrated in fig. 7. 

The BI2 experiment was also a transient overpower 
from CABRI-1, but  from an initial state at an elevated 
temperature [22]. A 1% burnup pin was used. The 
initial rupture extended from 41.5-48.5 cm bfc and 
occurred at 79 ms. Figure 8 shows our predictions. 
Failure is predicted slightly early, but the extent of 
cracking is well accounted for. The rupture extended 7 
cm and had an area of 0.8 cm e. The greater extent than 
in the A3 test is accounted for by the fission gas 
present in the molten fuel. 

4. Conclusions 

We have sought to formulate mechanistic models of 
axial crack propagation in ruptured fuel pins. If soundly 
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based, such models are likely to perform well in pre- 
dicting the extent of cladding rupture in a variety of 
situations. A number of assumptions, simplifications 
and the neglect of particular effects have been made, 
since it has been our intention to construct an uncom- 
plicated, easy to use numerical model for use in fuel 
pin and whole core modelling calculations. In this 
concluding section, we summarise the progress made 
and possible directions in which to develop the models 
further. 

The rupture evolution mode we have concentrated 
on involves the propagation of a single axial crack away 
from the failure position. That is to say, no secondary 
cracks appear, and the ruptured geometry assumes the 
"open mouth" configuration illustrated in fig. 1. The 
tips of the crack are taken to assume a steady state 
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Fig. 8. Failure time, position and extent of rip in the BI2 
transient. 

shape within which all the deformation takes place: the 
material behind this region is then left in its deformed 
state. The actual geometry of the crack tips is based on 
some reasonable assumptions: a smoothly opening 
crack has been used, with the maximum radial dis- 
placement related to the crack tip length through a 
limit imposed by the cladding ductility. In actual fact, 
an elasto-plastic stress-strain solution to the problem 
ought to yield all geometric information, and the above 
limit should be used as a criterion for secondary' crack- 
ing, and possible fragmentation of the cladding. This is 
one possible avenue for future development. 

With the geometry given, the processes of energy 
supplies and losses can be analysed, with the result an 
expression for the crack propagation velocity. The dif- 
ference between energy supplied by the work done by 
the internal pin pressure, plus any relaxed elastic 
stresses, against losses due to plastic dissipation and 
fracture surface creation, appears as the kinetic energy 
of accelerating clad material. The predictions of steady 
state crack velocities in several gas pipeline tests com- 
pare well against experiment. 

Crack nucleation is indicated by material failure 
criteria, but a simple check is made on static instability 
under the prevailing conditions, to determine whether 
steady propagation is possible. A more detailed consid- 
eration is given to the process of pin depressurisation 
due to the exhaustion of material from within the pin, 
since this controls the arrest of the running crack. 
Depressurisation is expected to be most rapid if the 
fuel is solid (FCMI); for molten fuel pressurisation the 
process is slower, and for gas pressurisation, slowest of 
all. Crack lengths will increase in this order. We have 
considered molten fuel pressurisation as it is possibly 
the most common situation in fuel pin failurcs in 
conceptual accidents. The depressurisation interval is 
rclated to the fission gas content of the fuel so that for 
highly irradiated pins, the arrest times and resulting 
crack lengths are longer. The modelling is highly sim- 
plified, and some improvements could be made. The 
models describe the fracture of 20% cw AISI 316 
stainless steel. However, since the models are based on 
generic physical processes, an extension to other mate-- 
rials is likely to involve simply changing the relevant 
material properties. 
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Nomenclature 

DO 

% 

~o 
4~ 

azimuthal radius of curvature, 
yield stress, 
hoop stress, 
defined in eq. (15). 

6/ 

b 
B 
C 

C 
C T O D  
E 

f 

h 
K 
m 
n 

P 
P, 
t" 

t 
tp 
T 

U 

U e 

U B U B  

W 

Z 

Z 
Z~ 
O/ 

F(z, O) 

C~ 
/~V 

E e 

Ef 

0 
A 
12 

p 

Pc 
pf 
p~ 

crack tip length, 
burnup, 
shape parameter  8 / a ,  
static critical crack tip length, 
plastic bending correction factor, 
crack tip opening displacement, 
Young's  modulus, 
fission gas release fraction, 
fracture work rate, 
clad wall thickness, 
fracture toughness, 
fissile atom mass, 
mobilised fission gas atoms, 
pin internal pressure, 
local pressure at clad tip, 
clad tube radius, 
time, 
depressurisation time, 
temperature,  
kinetic energy dissipation rate, 
crack velocity, 
molten fuel ejection rate, 
volume of fission gas bubbles, 
volume of molten fuel, 
clad radial displacement, 
work rate on clad from internal pressure, 
axial distance from crack tip, 
axial distance from bottom of fuel column, 
fracture position, 

dimensionless crack length, 
C T O D / 8 ,  
ratio of specific heats, 
plastic work density, 
plastic work rate, 
axial plastic work rate, 
azimuthal plastic work rate, 
volume of molten fuel expelled, 
elastic strain, 
ductility, 
azimuthal coordinate, 
elastic energy release rate, 
gas atoms generated per fission, 
radius of curvature, 
clad density, 
fuel density, 
axial radius of curvature, 
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